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The Formula One 
Range
If you are looking for the very best in high performance windows, doors and 
conservatories, then we believe that the Formula One Range is the right choice for you.

The Formula One Range has been produced to be a modern masterpiece; thermally 
efficient 5 chambered profile system, high specification glazing materials that 
reduce heat loss, the highest levels of security from the hardware used, and state-
of-the-art manufacturing techniques all combine to produce a product that is 
stylish and elegant and also kind on the environment.

Regardless of age or style of your property, traditional or modern, the flexibility and 
versatility of the Formula One Range allows you to design the perfect installation that 
will transform the look of your home. In addition, you will enjoy the added comfort of 
improved insulation and noise reduction as well as the low maintenance benefits. The 
system never needs painting and will not rot, fade, flake or peel leaving you that extra 
time to sit back and relax knowing that, in choosing the Formula One Range, you 
have made the perfect choice.
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Performance 
and Individuality
You need to know that your new windows, door or conservatory will keep you 
protected from the harsh extremes of the British weather, improve your comfort and 
lifestyle, as well as giving your home a sparkling new look for many years to come.

We build in durability and reliability as standard. All windows and doors have been 
fully tested to withstand the very worst conditions. From scorching hot to freezing 
cold or driving wind and rain you can be sure that the Formula One Range performs.

So wherever you live we can provide the best solution for your home. From the 
sophisticated to the chic, you can choose both design and colour; popular brilliant 
white to a distinctive range of colour foiled finishes for the more discerning. You can 
be sure of producing a special and unique look for your property that will also give 
optimum performance whatever the weather.
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Combined Security 
and Style
Strong yet stylish, The Formula One Range offers the very best in security that fits in 
neatly with the style and designs you choose to enhance the appearance of your home.

All locks are purpose made for the system using the highest quality materials and tested 
to meet the Police Preferred Specification (Secure By Design); complemented by a range 
of fully suited colour options of window and door furniture that give a perfect finish.

You will be able to enjoy the looks and added comfort of your beautiful new windows 
and doors with complete peace of mind knowing that the security of you and your 
family has not been compromised.
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You can add an extra dimension to your lifestyle by making the extra space many of 
us often dream of.

From the classic Victorian style or the elegant Edwardian look, to the most exotic 
and unusual designs; The Formula One Range of Conservatories gives you complete 
freedom of choice to plan your ideal extension.

So whether you are looking for a special place to entertain friends and family, a 
quiet corner to put your feet up and enjoy the garden or simply somewhere safe for 
the children to play, a Formula One Conservatory will turn your dreams to reality.

Designed for Living
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We are all aware of global warming and the enormity of the issues for the future of 
our planet. Buildings and our use of energy in them are becoming more critical and 
attention is being focused on how energy efficient our buildings really are.

If we reduce greenhouse gases even marginally the rate of change will lessen and will 
impact less on our planet and our lives. There is a definite requirement for us all to 
work together and ‘do our bit’.

With this in mind, we use state of the art recycled reinforcing materials wherever 
possible which is made from recycled plastic from old windows. You can purchase a 
Formula One Range product knowing that your old PVCU windows will not end up 
as landfill, they will be recycled and used as reinforcing in the future. 

Energy saving glazing materials are also used to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
to reduce heat loss. Less heat loss means lower heating bills for you!

Energy and 
Sustainability



Please return this brochure to showroom when 
finished in the interests of saving a tree. 
Alternatively, please pass to a friend who may find 
this leaflet interesting. Thanks!
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Mixed Sources
Product group from well-managed 
forests and other controlled sources
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